
My Life in Iceland 

A guide to students looking at studying in the freezing cold 

Kia ora! If you’re reading this you may be thinking of going to study in Iceland, and what a wise choice that is. 

My time in Iceland, a full two semesters, was full of crazy adventures with crazy people and a life any student 

would be happy to live. There are many ups and downs to living in a country bordering the arctic circle, but 

overall it was wildly positive in my experience. I’ll be writing a rough guide for all you potential people looking 

at Iceland as an option, which will hopefully shed light on things you’re inquisitive about.  

First things first, here’s a quick overview on both the country and things you should expect if you live there: 

Language: I presume the first thing you’re thinking is “what language do they 

speak and will I have to learn it?”. Ok, funnily enough they speak Icelandic, an 

ancient Scandinavian language which has changed very little since the 

colonisation of Iceland in the 800’s AD. It really is unchanged, with modern day 

Icelanders being able to pick up books written in the 800’s AD and be able to 

read them just fine. It’s a very complex language that uses the same alphabet as 

us, but with a few added letters such as ö (think an English oe sound) or þ (think 

a th sound). And now for the good news, you won’t have to learn anything! Of 

course I’d recommend learning some basic things out of courtesy for the country 

you’re living in, it’d be rude not to really. But everyone in Iceland speaks 

amazing English, with most younger people speaking it so well it could be 

mistaken for their first language (albeit spoken in a pretty unique accent). Your 

papers will be taught in English too, so don’t worry about that either. If you do 

want to learn some and be taught it, they offer some papers at the university, or 

there is 3-week language course offered in a remote town in the far north-west 

over August (research uw.is/Icelandic courses).  

Food: The Icelandic people are strongly proud of their traditions, and this holds true for the food they eat 

today. Very little can be grown in Iceland, so their diet was traditionally focused upon sea food, dairy, and 

some red meat (mainly lamb and horse). Today, not much has changed. The super markets stock all the fruits 

and veges you want, but the prices are very high (except for chilli peppers for some reason??). Food is 

expensive, but you can get by comfortably if you eat simple or dumpster dive, which I would highly 

recommend in Iceland due to outside being a fridge most of time and the very wasteful supermarkets that 

throw out literal tonnes of vegetables, breads, and fruits every day. Oddly enough, they do grow bananas in 

their geothermally heated greenhouses, so there are some 

fresh fruits. I even encountered an indoor naturally heated 

hot pool, heating apple and pear trees at one point. Odd 

foods you may encounter are puffin, whale, and a weird 

fermented shark called hákarl which is eaten as small cubes 

stuck on tooth picks chased with a shot of the local spirit, 

Brennivín (think caraway flavoured schnaps). Traditionally 

whale in Iceland was only eaten when one washed up on 

shore (which they do fairly regularly), there was no hunting. 

Now hunting whale is fairly extensive and mechanised on big 

ships, and the vast majority is fed to tourists thinking “well if 

it’s already dead, why not?”. My advice, don’t be one of 

those tourists. Most Icelandic people will think the better of you, and you’re not supporting the hunting of 

Minke whales. As for the puffin, they’re verging on endangered in the North Atlantic, so best to steer clear of 

that too.  

Education: If you’re an exchange student you’ll be studying at the University of Iceland (Háskóli Íslands) in 

Reykjavík, Iceland’s capital and only real city. I study geology, and to be brutally honest the quality of teaching 
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is not the same as it is here at Otago. The teachers are friendly and very knowledgeable, but there’s just 

something missing. That could just be a little bias though, because Otago genuinely is a world class university 

to study at. It definitely isn’t a bad university, it has nice modern buildings and good resources, and don’t get 

me wrong, I learnt a hell of a lot studying in Iceland, but it’s more self-guided focused learning. This is a 

fantastic skill to learn too however! If you want to study glaciers or volcanoes, this is definitely the place for 

you to come, with plenty of field trips and great teachers that’ll likely drive you in their own car on their 

research trips if you ask nicely. If you study botany, best not come to Iceland unless you like moss or grass. 

Seeing any plant bigger than a small bush is almost worthy of a photo. 

Reykjavík: Reykjavík is a fantastic sprawling city with a population of ~200,000. It has a great night life, with 

many free to enter clubs and bars in the centre city. Drinks are very expensive thoug so I suggest finding happy 

hour at bars, and then maybe being able to buy a beer or two. There is a really strong music scene in Reykjavík, 

with many live bands playing regularly and, many of these are free to go see! People just like to play music 

here. There’s a great music festival around October/November called Iceland Airwaves. Officially, you have to 

buy tickets for all the large gigs they have (such as Björk), but purely for the love of music there is also a whole 

week of free gigs in bars and pubs associated with the festival, where you can see amazing small bands from all 

over the world playing just to entertain. Public transport is bad in Reykjavík however, with buses being really 

the only option you have. They are infrequent, often late, and pricey. I’d recommend trying to get a place to 

live close to uni and close to the centre of town (uni is an approx. 10-minute walk from the centre of 

Reykjavík).  

Weather: The weather in Iceland is, well, pretty dark and gloomy most of the time. Expect plenty of rain, 

plenty of wind, plenty of grey sky, and the occasional sunny day to make everything feel sweet again. It’s 

somewhat like Dunedin really, just a tad colder. No really, 

despite hugging the arctic circle and called “ice”land, it 

actually never gets that cold. Maximum maybe negative 10 

in the middle of winter at sea level, with the occasional 

snow storm. Housing is warm and well insulated so don’t 

fear getting frostburn in your bed. In summer, it will stay 

mid-teens most of the time, so it won’t ever get hot ever 

really. And in between those seasons, I have never 

experienced weather so sporadic in my life. Literal changes 

from snow to sun to sideways rain in the space of a few 

hours are relatively common in Spring. Definitely bring 

good wet weather gear and warm clothing. In the middle 

of winter there is approx. 3 hours of day light, and not very 

much sun ever as it doesn’t often come through the clouds and it barely even rises enough to shine over 

houses. Winter depression is a real thing here, due to the lack of vitamin D you get naturally from the sun. To 

counter this, eat high vit-D foods and buy some vit-D pills in Iceland. These help, but aren’t perfect, so get 

plenty of exercise and have fun with friends. In the summer, you can get practically 24 hours of daylight at its 

peak, which is both amazing and annoying if you’re living in a tent.  

Accommodation: Here’s one of the real downfalls of living in a country so heavily focused on tourism. When I 

lived in Iceland (2016-17) there was a real tourist boom happening, which is probably still occurring in 

whatever year you’re reading this. Because of this, a lot of people are renting their properties as bed-&-

breakfasts or airbnb’s. This has really reduced the number of proper long-term accommodation for everyone, 

including the Icelandic people (which will generally get a room firs over a foreigner). Because numbers are 

limited, prices are high. Very high. As of 2017, you’ll be lucky to find anything below 65,000Kr per month, and 

you’ll likely be sharing your bedroom at that price. For your own room, expect upwards of 70,000Kr per 

month, plus bills. As an exchange student, I applied for student housing, expecting to be given a place. Little 

did I know only about 2% of the student population gets given a place, with preference on Icelandic students 

(fair enough). I literally lived in my tent at a campsite for over a month when I arrived in Iceland, so if you’re 

arriving in their winter, definitely have something organised 100% before you arrive! Even the campsite cost 

me about 70,000Kr a month. Let’s hope policies are implemented soon enough to help with housing, but for 

Two rare things in Iceland, a blue sky, and "trees". 



the mean time be vigilant and don’t expect to be given student housing! Use a Facebook page called Leiga, or 

a website bland.is to help find a place to live. Help from the Icelandic universities exchange programme is 

limited, but that’s because there is only so much they can do. To put this into perspective, when I was talking 

to them desperate for a house to live, all they could really offer was an old military base converted to 

accommodation, a 50-minute car ride from the uni. I can’t remember the exact price, but I think even that was 

70,000Kr a month, plus the ~40,000Kr you’d have to pay for a 6-month bus pass. Reading this I guess I’m very 

sour about the accommodation, because I really wasn’t expecting the problems or warned about it, so 

hopefully this will give you a wee bit of a warning. 

Money: And finally, the price! Just how much will you pay? It’s dynamic at the moment, with prices changing 

fairly regularly. They use a currency called the Icelandic Kronur, which as of now is roughly 120Kr per 1$ NZD. A 

rule of thumb is to divide by 100 and add a bit to figure out how much you’re paying for something. Pretty 

much everything in Iceland is imported, so pretty much everything is expensive!  If you live fairly frugally, you 

should be okay, but it definitely more expensive than Otago! I lived pretty frugally myself, splashing out 

occasionally to stay sane or to go on trips with friends (which is a must). Even still, I spent probably ~$13,000 

over the 10-ish months I was there. So having some bank is important. 

All in all however, if you can afford it, you will have an incredible time living here! I left to Iceland to spend one 

semester and loved it so much I stayed for two! You’ll spend your time swimming in plentiful natural hotpools, 

gazing at aurora, hiking on glaciers, and climbing into recently erupted volcanic craters. I’ll just give a couple of 

examples to emphasise how much of an outdoor paradise it is (when the weather being good). When I arrived 

I tramped the most beautiful tramp I’ve ever done, the 5 day Laugavegur trek. Starting in the barren highlands 

and after having (many) baths in a geothermally heated river, you walk across geothermally altered hills 

coloured red and green and yellow, with snow patches to bring out 

the colour., You walk over relatively recently erupted obsidian lava 

fields, and over towards the coast, crossing many hills, geothermal 

fields (which you can cook your food in), next to glaciers, and 

through “Thors valley” to Eyjafjallajökull (which you will eventually 

learn to pronounce, I promise). Another time, in the winter, I walked 

with friends up a volcanic crater (of which there are plenty) and slid 

on the snow down the sides into the heart of the volcano. Something 

I will never forget is renting a small car the night after 50cm of snow 

fell (in a few short hours), and driving north from Reykjavík to an 

isolated fjord. There is a natural hotpool in this fjord right on the 

beach, and we turned up at night with our swimming gear, and a 

bottle of good vodka. We had the vodka cooling in the snow, were in 

this fjord overlooking the mountains, no other people or artificial 

lights in sight anywhere, and aurora so beautifully bright they were 

lighting the mountains on fire with colour. Bright purples and greens, 

bleach white ribbons streaking across the sky like snakes trying to get 

somewhere in a hurry. And I promise that wasn’t the vodka either. I 

skinny dipped in glacial lagoons, climbed mountains, walked on 

glaciers, got spat on by geysers, and hitch hiked around the entire 

country just for fun. Iceland is an amazing country full of friendly 

people and spectacular adventures. I am so happy I chose this 

country to be my temporary home.  

I took an astonishing number of photos really, and I can put only a 

very small amount on this report, but if you do want to see more of 

what it’s like to live in Iceland, visit my photo blog on Flickr: look up 

“Hamish Lilley” in the people search toolbar on the website Flickr, and click on the Iceland album to view my 

photos.  

 

Notoriously hard to photograph, the northern lights 
are regularly out on a clear night 

Sitting in a hole heated by volcanics. A toasty 25 odd 
degrees! 



Figure 7: Getting ready to kayak amongst the icebergs on a 
proglacial lake (Skaftafellsjökull) 

Figure 6: Landscape of a thousand colours. The start of the 
Landmannalaugar trek 

Figure 5: Skaftafell national park overlooking Skaftafellsjökull 
(Skaftafell glacier) 

Figure 4: Magni, one of the two new craters formed during the 
2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption 

Figure 3: Caving in lava tubes 

Figure 2: Climbing active volcanoes, geothermal smoking vents 
included 

Figure 1: Climbing mountains in the snow 

Figure 8: Glacier hikes with extreme style 

 

  



 


